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Abstract
Ballistic neutron guides are efficient for neutron transport over long distances, and
in particular elliptically shaped guides have received much attention lately. However,
elliptic neutron guides generally deliver an inhomogeneous divergence distribution
when used with a small source, and do not allow kinks or curvature to avoid a direct
view from source to sample. In this article, a kinked double-elliptic solution is found
for neutron transport to a small sample from a small (virtual) source, as given e.g.
for instruments using a pinhole beam extraction with a focusing feeder. A guide
consisting of two elliptical parts connected by a linear kinked section is shown by
VITESS simulations to deliver a high brilliance transfer as well as a homogeneous
divergence distribution while avoiding direct line of sight to the source. It performs
better than a recently proposed ellipse-parabola hybrid when used in a ballistic con-
text with a kinked or curved central part. Another recently proposed solution, an
analytically determined non-linear focusing guide shape, is applied here for the first
time in a kinked and curved ballistic context. The latter is shown to yield compa-
rable results for long wavelength neutrons as the guide design found here, with a
larger inhomogeneity in the divergence but higher transmission of thermal neutrons.
It needs however a larger (virtual) source and might be more difficult to build in a
real instrument.
Keywords: neutron guides, neutron instrumentation, neutron scattering, VITESS,
Monte Carlo simulation
1 Introduction
Neutron guides are important tools used to deliver ample flux to samples at large distances
from the source. Long neutron beamlines lead to low background, and are of particular
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interest to the planned European Spallation Source (ESS) [1] due to its long pulse and
required time of flight resolution. Ballistic guides in which an expanding guide section
reduces the beam divergence before the neutrons are transported by a straight guide and
then focused by a guide section of decreasing spatial extension have been shown to perform
better than conventional straight or curved neutron guides [2], and elliptic or parabolic
guide shapes can improve the transmission even further [3].
Hence a currently widely studied guide shape is the elliptic guide profile, which in
principle allows neutrons from one focal point to be transmitted to the second focal point
with just one reflection. This idealized behavior was recently shown to be true only for
a negligibly small fraction of neutrons under realistic conditions [4]. Even though the
beam homogeneity after elliptically focusing is in general superior to the one after linear
or parabolically focusing guides [5], inhomogeneous divergence distributions are often seen
in Monte Carlo simulation studies of elliptical guides [4, 6, 7]. A further drawback is the
difficulty to avoid direct line of sight, which can be solved in certain cases by gravitational
bending of the elliptical guide [8], but this solution is limited to long wavelengths in a small
waveband around the wavelength for which it was optimized, and cannot be expected to
reduce any inhomogeneities of the divergence spectrum. An alternative central beamstop
to block the direct line of sight will create a hole in the transmitted phase space.
A double ellipse somewhat improves the divergence profile with only a small loss in
transmission [4] if the two ellipses have the same characteristic angle ψ = arctan (b/a),
with a and b the long and short half axis length, and share a common central focal point.
Furthermore, a double elliptic guide design provides a natural narrow point, which con-
stitutes a second eye of the needle for a possible chopper placement [9]. This principle is
used in the Selene [10] and POWTEX [11] guide concepts, achieving a homogeneous di-
vergence in the respective simulations. While the latter does not avoid direct line of sight,
the former does so by using only quarter ellipses acting as elliptical mirrors rather than
guides, which are inclined and combined with slits and shielding equivalent to an effective
central beamstop. This approach sacrifices intensity on the sample because the design is
optimized for low background, using only the small fraction of ideal neutron trajectories
from an approximate point source. Its use of elliptical guide parts as focusing devices
further constrains it to shorter instrument in which gravity effects are small.
This article describes a kinked double-elliptic guide concept for a 150m long instrument
looking at a small source, which focuses the neutron beam onto a small sample without
introduction of beam inhomogeneities. The source can either be a real moderator, or
a virtual source created by a preceding slit or focusing device as often considered for
beamlines at the ESS, where a small beam spot close to the source is advantageous for the
use of a pulse shaping chopper as well as for the placement of shielding. Guide systems
intended for direct transportation from large sources will be discussed elsewhere.
Based on the ideas of L. D. Cussen [12, 13, 14], the motivation for a kinked ballistic
double-ellipse, consisting of two elliptically shaped guide parts in the beginning and end
connected by a linear guide section, is recalled in section 2. After a description of boundary
conditions and simulation details in section 3, the principles of the argumentation are veri-
fied by simulation and used to design a modified kinked ballistic double-ellipse in section 4.
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This new guide design is then compared in section 5 to two recently proposed alternative
approaches that have been shown to give a homogeneous divergence distribution in a fo-
cused neutron beam under different conditions or in theory: First, for the special case of a
large source and an ellipse with a large opening, a hybrid guide consisting of an elliptically
diverging and a parabolically converging part with roughly equal lengths and a total length
of about 50m has been shown to yield an improved divergence profile compared to a full
ellipse [7]. Second, an analytical calculation using phase space considerations resulted in
a non-linear shape for a focusing guide that retains a rectangular phase space [15]. These
approaches are investigated here under the condition of a small (virtual) source, charac-
terizing their performance in a ballistic guide design including a kinked or curved section
to avoid direct line of sight.
2 Theoretical considerations
This section derives a double-ellipse with a linear kinked connecting section and central
narrow point from ellipse properties in combination with non-ideal behavior of neutrons
not coming from a focal point, summarizing considerations made in [12, 13, 14] in context
of a guide design for an ESS extreme environment (ESSEX) instrument.
2.1 General guide shape
The second ellipse in a double-elliptic guide as drawn in figure 1(a) principally reverses
neutron trajectories and thereby partly reverses unwanted aberration effects of the first
ellipse only under idealized conditions of neutrons emerging from a point source. Under
realistic conditions, i.e. with an extended source (millimeters and larger), gravity altering
neutron trajectories (and thereby reflection angles) and a possible non-perfect elliptic guide
shape constructed out of straight pieces, most neutrons will undergo multiple reflections
already in the first ellipse and the neutron beam cannot be expected to be perfectly focused
at the central focal point. The transmission compared to a single ellipse will decrease even
more than expected from the ideally only doubled number of reflections. Hence a straight
forward modification to the double elliptic guide design is to replace the converging part
of the first ellipse as well as the diverging part of the second ellipse by a straight guide,
to obtain the ballistic double-ellipse in figure 1(b). Note that differently to most ballistic
guides with elliptically focusing ends, the elliptic guide parts still share a common focal
point in the center of the straight guide.
2.2 Avoiding direct line of sight
The constant connection between elliptic guide parts in the ballistic double-ellipse allows to
introduce two kinks at the connection points. Most neutrons enter the guide with a diver-
gence large enough to undergo at least one reflection in the first half of the ellipse, leading
to a smaller divergence in the central part of the guide and making this an advantageous
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(a) (b) (c)
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Figure 1: Derivation of a kinked ballistic double-ellipse with narrow point, schematic
drawing. (a) double-ellipse (b) ballistic double-ellipse (c) simple kinked ballistic double-
ellipse (d) kinked ballistic double-ellipse with narrow point (e) extended kinked ballistic
double-ellipse (f) extended kinked ballistic double-ellipse B
position to place a mirror to reflect the neutron beam out of direct line of sight. The kink
angles are demanded in [12, 13, 14] to be such that the common central focal point lies on
the reflecting guide wall, as illustrated in figure 1(c), and a central narrow point as shown
in figure 1(d) is introduced to provide a suitable position for frame overlap choppers and
to be further out of line of sight. The study in [12, 13, 14] further states that extending the
used part of the ellipses while narrowing the maximal guide width improves the divergence
profile further. An example of such a guide is schematically shown in figure 1(e) and will
be referred to as extended kinked ballistic double-ellipse A.
This design is improved here to an extended kinked ballistic double-ellipse B schemat-
ically drawn in 1(f): The condition of the kinked guide wall going through the central
focal point causes kink angles larger than necessary to avoid direct line of sight, therefore
this condition is dropped. The guide width at the central narrow point, which is fixed in
[12, 13, 14] to 4 cm, will here be chosen such that the guide walls opposite to the mirror
wall are parallel to the guide axes. This is illustrated by the light blue lines in figure 1(f).
This way the central guide width as well as the kink angle are determined by the transition
point between ellipse and linear guide. The optimal transition point is found by simulation
in section 4.
3 Boundary conditions and simulation details
The distance from the source to the 1×1 cm2 sample is fixed to 150m. A dedicated study of
pinhole beam extraction [16] revealed that efficient neutron transport as well as a satisfying
beam homogeneity with an ellipse in a 150m long instrument can be achieved using a
3×3 cm2 pinhole for a desired divergence of ±1◦, and a smaller (larger) pinhole size for
smaller (larger) divergence. In order to cover a somewhat larger divergence here, the source
size is initially chosen to be 4×4 cm2. The effect of a smaller source is shown in section 6.
For general results independent of a certain source spectrum shape, the simulated source
emits a normalized rectangular wavelength spectrum of 1 cm−2s−1str−1A˚−1.
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Guide kinks or curvature are introduced only in the horizontal dimension so their effects
can be studied independently of gravity. The guides have rectangular cross-sections, and
the entry and exit width win,out is 2 cm and hence sufficiently small compared to the source
size, which has been shown to be a precondition for avoiding irregularities in the divergence
caused by the elliptical guide shape itself [4] or gravity [17]. The distance from source to
guide entry position ds is the same as the distance from guide exit to sample position.
The central narrow point is initially chosen to be of the same size as the (virtual) source.
The Monte Carlo ray tracing simulation package VITESS [18] version 3.0 was used to
simulate the data. Elliptic guide profiles are modeled as perfect ellipses without taking
guide segmentation into account because segmentation or misalignment effects are not the
topic of this work. To minimize losses in the thermal neutron range and otherwise keep
the study general, all simulations use m =6 mirror coatings, where the m number refers
to the supermirror coating with a critical angle for total reflection of m times the critical
angle of nickel. In a practical guide design, the coating has to be optimized for the desired
wavelength and divergence on the sample, and a much lower coating can be expected to
be sufficient in most regions of the guide [11].
4 Simulation results
In this section, the considerations made in section 2 are first verified by simulation, be-
fore an improved guide called the extended kinked ballistic double-ellipse B is designed.
Figure 1 shows the gradual construction of this guide starting from a double-ellipse. Its
parameters are given in the second row of table 2(b) (ext. knkd. dbl-ell (B)). The same
ellipse parameters have been used in all the simulations of the double-elliptic guides shown
in figure 1, other parameters are chosen as described in section 3. A single ellipse with two
times the major and minor semi-axes has been simulated for comparison.
The divergence profile is smoothened when moving from a single elliptic guide to a dou-
ble ellipse (fig. 1(a)) and further to the ballistic double-ellipse design (fig. 1(b)). However,
a substantial loss of intensity on the sample (with the settings used here, 35%-50% loss
depending on the neutron wavelength) is seen with the double-elliptic design compared
to a single ellipse which is only partly re-gained in the ballistic guide, in which especially
short wavelengths benefit from the removal of the narrow central part.
Kinking the ballistic double-ellipse as in figure 1(c) causes deep breaches in the diver-
gence profile, which are shown as solid lines in figure 3(a) for the four different wavelengths
1 A˚, 3 A˚, 6 A˚ and 9 A˚ in bands of ±0.05 A˚. Only neutrons on the 1×1 cm2 sample are shown.
The performance of the un-kinked version of this guide (as in figure 1(b)) is added as dotted
lines for comparison, showing hardly any structure in the divergence distributions. The
brilliance transfer (BT) is shown in figure 3(b), where brilliance transfer is defined as the
ratio of neutron flux per solid angle and wavelength on the sample compared to the source
position. Four different divergence ranges are treated, where neutrons outside the given
divergence limits are ignored in the calculation of BT, i.e. suppression of unwanted neu-
trons with too large divergences is not included here. With this definition, a BT of 80% is
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(a)
guide wmax wTP wNP win,out ds df Lell Llin α ∆y
[cm] [cm] [cm] [cm] [cm] [cm] [m] [m] [cm]
ext. knkd dbl-ell (A) 10 8 4.0 2 19 76 59.8 15.0 0.30◦ 40
ext. knkd dbl-ell (B) 15 8 7.5 2 19 34 69.0 5.8 0.11◦ 14
guide wmax wTP weff win,out ds df Lb Lc R ∆y
[cm] [cm] [cm] [cm] [cm] [cm] [m] [m] [m] [cm]
curved hybrid 15 15 10.5 2 19 34 37.6 74.5 19946m 28
curved non-linear 10 10 8.0 2 19 - 19.3 111.1 32687m 25
(b)
Figure 2: Schematic drawing (a) and values (b) of guide parameters in horizontal plane:
maximal guide width wmax, width at transition point wTP and narrow point wNP , entry
and exit width win,out, distance from guide to source and sample ds and to focal points df ,
length of one elliptic part Lell and linear or constant length between ellipse and central
focal point Llin, total kink angle α and total horizontal shift ∆y. In the curved hybrid and
non-linear designs shown for comparison, the curvature radius R and the effective guide
width weff are given instead of the kink angle and guide width at narrow point, Lc is the
length of the curved central section and Lb the length of one ballistic guide section (elliptic,
parabolic or analytic non-linear shape).
reached for neutrons with divergence < 0.5◦(1◦, 1.5◦, 2◦) and λ > 1.6 A˚ (2.7 A˚, 3.9 A˚, 5.9 A˚)
in the un-kinked version of the ballistic guide (dotted lines). Comparing solid and dotted
lines in figure 3(b) illustrates the transmission loss caused by the kink.
In the shown examples, transmission of thermal neutrons has been enhanced by moving
the outer focal points slightly beyond the source and sample position, such that for a fair
comparison, the ellipse parameters are identical to the ones in the extended kinked ballistic
double-ellipse B solution found later. The kink angle obtained when placing one guide wall
in the common central focal point is not large enough to loose direct line of sight to the
source without the central narrow point (fig. 1(c)), therefore a slightly larger angle has to
be used.
The introduction of a narrow point as in figure 1(d) reduces the needed kink angle
and allows to place one guide wall on the central focal point. However, this smoothens
the divergence profile only marginally, and leads to large losses in the short wavelength
regime. By extending the elliptical shape beyond the position of maximal guide width
as in figure 1(e), the divergence distribution can be further smoothened but still shows
some structure. Only if the maximal guide width is limited to 10 cm, a greatly improved
divergence profile is achieved, which is shown by the dotted lines in figure 4(a). As in
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Figure 3: Horizontal divergence in bins of 0.06◦ for different wavelengths (a) and brilliance
transfer for different divergence regions (b), obtained with the (simple kinked) ballistic
double-ellipse in dotted (solid) lines. Error bars are drawn but mostly too small to see,
and are calculated from the generated statistics of neutron trajectories.
[12, 13, 14], the ellipse has been extended up to 80% here, corresponding to a guide width
of 8 cm at the transition point from elliptic to linear shape. There is, however, still some
structure visible, and the reduction of maximal guide width has to be paid by a decreased
transmission.
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Figure 4: Horizontal divergence in bins of 0.06◦ for different wavelengths (a) and brilliance
transfer for different divergence regions (b), obtained with the extended kinked ballistic
double-ellipse A (dotted) and B (solid). Error bars are drawn but mostly too small to see,
and are calculated from the generated statistics of neutron trajectories.
If the condition of one guide wall passing through the central narrow point is dropped,
the kink angle can be reduced to a value needed to prevent direct line of sight. As a
consequence, the divergence profile becomes smoother. The reduction of the maximal guide
width can be undone without re-introducing inhomogeneities, thus enhancing transmission.
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The optimal transition point between elliptic and linear guide is found by a simulation scan
to be still at 8 cm guide width, which corresponds to building 92% of the ellipse. The guide
is furthermore wider at the narrow point due to the construction outlined in section 2. This
modified design will be called extended kinked ballistic double-ellipse B. Its performance is
shown by the solid lines in figures 4(a) and 4(b): both transmission and divergence profile
are improved compared to the former guide design A. For 1 A˚ neutrons or those with very
small divergence, the result is about the same. Only for short wavelength neutrons with
small divergence, design A gives a slightly higher transmission, which is however caused by
the smaller guide width and not by the design principle. With design B, a BT of 80% is
reached for neutrons with divergence < 0.5◦(1◦, 1.5◦, 2◦) and λ > 2 A˚ (3.5 A˚, 5.5 A˚, 9.5 A˚).
The parameters of both extended kinked ballistic double-ellipse versions A and B are
given in the first two rows of table 2(b). In the vertical plane, the elliptical guide parts
are the same as the horizontal design but instead of the linear kinked guides in between, a
constant connection with height hvert = wTP is used.
5 Comparison with hybrid and analytic non-linear ap-
proach
Two other solutions to the problem of an inhomogeneous divergence profile of a focused
neutron beam have recently been proposed. These are adapted to the boundary conditions
of a 4×4 cm2 source, a 150m long instrument and the avoidance of direct line of sight in
this section. Their performance in a ballistic guide design with parameters similar to the
ones used in the extended kinked ballistic double-ellipse B solution described above is then
compared. Both a kinked and a curved central section are studied.
5.1 Ellipse-parabola hybrid
An elliptically diverging guide followed by a parabolically focusing guide was shown in [7]
to yield a smoother divergence distribution than a comparable full ellipse. The cited study
uses an 18.6 cm wide source, a 4×4 cm2 sample and a 50m long guide. In order to match
the requirements used here, a guide similar to the kinked ballistic double-ellipse with narrow
point (cf. figure 1(d)) is designed which in principal is identical to the solution found above
but with a transition point at the maximum of the ellipse. The focusing ellipse is replaced
by a parabola with the same exit window of 2×2 cm2. This places the focal point of the
parabola about 50 cm behind the sample. The source size is again 4×4 cm2.
Both kinked and curved version of the ballistic hybrid guide show a structure in the di-
vergence profile in figure 5(a), with local minima at different divergence values and an over-
all irregular divergence distribution for short wavelengths. In terms of beam homogeneity,
the hybrid type solutions cannot compete with the extended kinked ballistic double-ellipse
B. The transmission is however slightly higher for large divergence (> ±1.5◦) neutrons and
λ > 1 A˚, as can be seen in figure 5(b) showing the ratio of brilliance on the sample obtained
with the kinked hybrid compared to the extended kinked ballistic double-ellipse B solution
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Figure 5: Horizontal divergence in bins of 0.06◦ obtained with curved (solid) and kinked
(dotted) hybrid guide design (a) and brilliance for different divergence regions divided by
the one obtained with the extended kinked ballistic double-ellipse B solution (b).
found above. For small divergence up to 1◦, the transmission is slightly lower. Apart from
very short wavelengths <1 A˚, the maximal difference in brilliance transfer is of the order
of 10%, so the overall transmission of the hybrid solutions is comparable to the one of the
extended kinked ballistic double-ellipse B, while the beam homogeneity is lower.
5.2 Analytically calculated non-linear focusing
An analytical calculation [15] yielded a solution for a focusing guide that retains a rectangu-
lar phase space and hence a homogeneous divergence distribution. The proposed focusing
guide consists of a non-linear section followed by a linear section with wall inclinations iden-
tical to the angle at the exit of the non-linear part. The shape of the non-linear guide walls
depend on the entry width, the desired ratio of guide width change to entry width (com-
pression), the target wavelength as well as the input divergence, the latter being equivalent
to the m-number of a preceding straight guide. Keeping a desired exit width of 2 cm, the
maximal guide width is set to 10 cm since irregularities occur for larger compression fac-
tors. The target wavelength is set to 0.9 A˚ in the calculation to ensure a good transmission
of 1 A˚ neutrons, the coating in the straight section is assumed to be m =2. These set-
tings lead to a necessary coating of m =5.2 in the non-linear guide section. These coating
conditions are just used to calculate the shape of the guide; for the sake of comparability
with the previous guide simulations, m =6 is used for the whole guide in the simulation.
For a ballistic design with wmax =10 cm and a compression of 0.80, the formulae in [15]
result in a non-linear guide part of LNL =17.1m length followed by a Llin =2.1m long
linear guide. The guide width at the cross-over point is 4.67 cm. Such a guide section
is used as both the diverging as well as the converging part of the ballistic guide. Note
that the non-linear focusing guide has only been calculated to retain a rectangular phase
space without introducing inhomogeneities; its performance after a kinked or curved guide
9
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Figure 6: Performance of the non-linear guide design: horizontal divergence in bins of
0.06◦ of curved (solid) and kinked (dotted) design (a), and brilliance ratio for different
divergence regions compared to the extended kinked ballistic double-ellipse B (b).
section, where the phase space cannot be expected to be rectangular, has not been studied
before.
The kinked version is designed using the same principles as in the extended kinked
ballistic double-ellipse B solution - with a central narrow point calculated from the kink
angle chosen such that direct line of sight is avoided - which leads to a width of 4.1 cm at
the center of the guide.
Simulation shows that the curved option yields a smoother divergence and more inten-
sity on the sample than the kinked version, see figure 6(a). The horizontal divergence of the
curved option is comparable to the one obtained with the extended kinked ballistic double-
ellipse B solution for 6 A˚ and 9 A˚, while shorter wavelengths show a slight asymmetry and
there is more structure in the 1 A˚ divergence spectrum. The brilliance on the sample is
up to 70% higher for very short wavelengths λ ∼0.8 A˚ and divergences of 1◦ or larger, see
figure 6(b). However, the difference in transmission decreases quickly with wavelength to
less than 20% for λ > 1.5 A˚, and for longer wavelengths for which the beam homogeneity
is comparable to the one obtained with the solution found here, the transmission is also
not significantly different.
For a better comparison of these two solutions, the two-dimensional phase space di-
agrams are shown in figure 7(a) for the extended kinked ballistic double-ellipse B and in
figure 7(b) for the analytical non-linear solution. The spatial focusing is very similar, while
in the three other diagrams, the analytical solutions shows a slightly more rectangular dis-
tribution especially in the two-dimensional divergence.
In summary, for long wavelength neutrons the performance of the curved non-linear
guide is similar to the one of the extended kinked ballistic double-ellipse B, while short
wavelength neutrons can be delivered in higher abundance but with a more inhomoge-
neous divergence. For a (virtual) source not too small to illuminate the whole guide entry
as used so far, the preferred guide shape thus depends on the relative importance of inten-
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Figure 7: Two-dimensional divergence (upper left) and position (lower right) as well as
horizontal (upper right) and vertical (lower left) phase space of the whole wavelength
spectrum at the sample position, obtained with the extended kinked ballistic double-ellipse
B (a) or the curved non-linear guide (b).
sity versus beam homogeneity (the performance with a smaller source sizes is described in
the next section).
For both the hybrid as well as the non-linear alternative, it should be noted that only
straight-forward guide designs, as similar to the solutions found here as possible, have been
simulated. A numerical optimization might give parameters for slightly better results for
all guide concepts studied here, but the overall tendency cannot be expected to change,
and accounting for a homogeneous phase space in an optimization is challenging and will
be treated elsewhere.
6 Source size
The phase space produced with an elliptically focusing guide at the sample position was
shown to become more homogeneous when the guide entrance is decreased [5], and one
recently found requirement for a smooth divergence profile with elliptic neutron guides
is indeed a large source compared to the guide entry [4]. A detailed study of gravity
effects in elliptic neutron guides found a necessary ratio of source to guide entry width of
about 1, with the exact value depending on the neutron wavelength [17]. In the extended
kinked ballistic double-ellipse B, the same effect is observed: the solid lines in figure 8(a)
show some minor structure in the divergence for a 2×2 cm2 source the same size as the
guide entry, while a pronounced structure is seen in the dotted lines which correspond to
a 1.5×1.5 cm2 source.
The curved non-linear guide is more susceptible to smaller source sizes: figure 8(b)
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Figure 8: Horizontal divergence distribution in bins of 0.06◦with smaller source size for
the extended kinked ballistic double-ellipse B (a) and the curved non-linear (b) solutions.
shows a significant structure already for a 2.0 cm wide source, and with a 1.5×1.5 cm2 source
an inhomogeneity much larger than with the extended kinked ballistic double-ellipse B,
accompanied by a larger transmission loss for long wavelength neutrons. Therefore this
solution is only compatible for medium sized sources; decreasing the guide entry for smaller
sources will either lead to a larger compression factor and hence more structure in the
divergence, or in combination with a decreased maximum width to a smaller transmission.
7 Discussion
A 150m long guide was developed out of a double-elliptic design by replacing the central
part with a linear segment while keeping a central narrow point, first motivated by the
possibility of a chopper placement but later seen to improve the divergence profile if used in
the right way to reduce the kink angle necessary to avoid a direct line of sight from source
to sample. With a maximal guide width of 15 cm, simulation revealed the ideal transition
point between elliptical and linear guide shape to be at a guide width of 8 cm beyond the
maximum of the ellipse, corresponding to 92% of the guide length being elliptic. This
extended kinked ballistic double-ellipse B shows very good performance in terms of both
brilliance transfer and beam homogeneity.
While the proposed guide is rather simple using standard components, it was shown that
recently proposed more complex guide designs don’t give a significantly better performance:
A ballistic hybrid guide yields lower beam homogeneity and slightly lower transmission of
neutrons with a divergence smaller than ±1◦. An analytical non-linear focusing guide
put in a ballistic context with curved central section shows a similar performance for
long wavelength neutrons and an increased transmission accompanied by decreased beam
homogeneity for shorter wavelength. If the source size is the same value as the guide entry
width or smaller, the divergence profile obtained with the curved analytical non-linear guide
shows much larger inhomogeneity as the extended kinked ballistic double-ellipse proposed
12
here, and also the transmission decreases more with decreasing source size. Therefore for
medium sized sources larger than the guide entry this option is compatible and even gives a
larger intensity of very short wavelength neutrons, while it is less useful for smaller (virtual)
sources.
A large distance between guide exit and a small sample should however not be desired,
since the analytical focusing guide does not have a focal point that can be placed in or
behind the sample position, but yields a compressed beam directly at the guide exit. In
the example used here, the wavelength integrated intensity on a 1×1 cm2 sample at the
sample position 19 cm behind the guide is still 90% of the intensity at the guide exit. In a
distance of 50 cm from the guide exit, however, the intensity has dropped to 30%.
8 Conclusions
The 150m long extended kinked ballistic double-ellipse developed here gives a high bril-
liance transfer and a homogeneous divergence profile on the sample while avoiding direct
line of sight between source and sample. If the (virtual) source size is not too small and the
sample can be placed close to the guide exit, a curved ballistic guide with analytical non-
linear focusing sections is an alternative to consider, in particular if high intensity of short
wavelength neutrons is more important than a perfectly homogeneous beam divergence in
that part of the wavelength spectrum.
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A On the calculation of line of sight avoidance
Whenever a kink angle or curvature radius necessary to avoid direct line of sight to the
source is calculated, the guide width is increased by 2tg in the calculation to account for
glass substrates on both sides of the guide of tg thickness each, which are known to be
transparent for high energy particles. The glass substrate is assumed to be tg =1 cm in all
calculations.
A.1 Kinked ballistic guides
The kink angle necessary to avoid direct line of sight is determined by the three points
marked red in figure 9(a): The possible neutron trajectory shown by the red line has an
incoming divergence of
αin = arctan
(
win,out/2 + wTP/2
Lell + Llin
)
(note that guide walls drawn in light blue are parallel to the guide axes), where wTP is
the guide width at the transition point between elliptic and linear guide section. Hence
its horizontal offset at the guide exit is Ltot tan (αin) with the total guide length Ltot =
2(Lell + Llin). If a transparent glass substrate of thickness tg is assumed on each side of
the guide, the angle changes to
αin = arctan
(
win,out/2 + wTP/2 + 2tg
Lell + Llin
)
.
The offset of the guide (Lell + Llin) tan (α) has to exceed that, so with tan (α) ≃ α, the
kink angle α follows as
α/2 >
(
win,out + wTP + 4tg
Ltot
)
.
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(a) Guide wall on central focal point (b) Guide wall inclination from line-of-sight
Figure 9: Schematic drawing of kinked and curved guide designs and neutron trajectory
(red line) relevant for direct line of sight.
A.2 Curved ballistic guides
Similar to the kinked guide, the neutron trajectory through the points p1 and p2 in fig-
ure 9(b) determines the curvature needed to reach point p3. Due to the symmetry of this
design, these points are the same as for a guide with constant cross-section of effective
width weff = win,out/2 + wmax/2 + 2tg, where the last term again accounts for the glass
substrate. The horizontal offset at the end of the curved section with respect to p2 is
1
2
Rθ2 =: ∆yc, the additional offset by the following elliptic part is Lb tan (θ) = Lb
∆yc
Lc/4
.
Hence the horizontal offset between points 2 and 3 is
R
2
θ2
(
1 +
Lb
Lc/4
)
= weff ,
and with θ = Lc/2
R
follows
R =
L2c
8weff
(
1 +
4Lb
Lc
)
.
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